
Trendy New Mountain View Restaurant Brings Spanish Flare To Castro Street



Mountain View, Calif. (October 27, 2022)



Opening this winter in Mountain View’s busy downtown district, Vida combines traditional Spanish tapas 
with handcrafted cocktails and a contemporary ambiance.



Founded by Gianni Chiloiro and Angelo Sannino, Vida represents the second joint business venture for the 
restaurant power duo. Following up their award-winning Southern Italian restaurant Doppio Zero, Gianni 
and Angelo hope to bring a vibrant Spanish dining experience to the Bay Area. “We want to deliver on 
creating a trendy cocktail bar experience that doesn’t sacrifice delicious food and great service” explains 
Gianni.



Vida’s menu will be centered around sharable plates, mixing traditional Spanish tapas with innovative 
small bites that blend Spanish and Californian cuisine. The menu will also feature unique entrées such as a 
Gaucho Bistec and Parilla Mixto as well as authentic Spanish paella. To complement the eclectic menu, 
Vida will feature a wide selection of handcrafted cocktails as well as wines from across the world.

“We believe that Vida will offer a unique dining experience with food for every palette...We hope to create 
a great restaurant product that people love and will complement the vibrant Castro Street business 
district” says Angelo.



Vida will also feature a completely renovated interior designed by local architect Oswaldo Mesia. The 
restaurant will be divided into three sections, including a horseshoe bar, dining area, and private space. 
This blend of entertainment spaces will allow the restaurant to thrive as both a cocktail bar and a sit down 
restaurant. Vida will also feature murals by Gianni’s talented daughter Daniela, who recently worked on 
the interior of Southern Italian restaurant Nardò in Huntington Beach.



Gianni and Angelo hope to attract all members of the community into their restaurant, with plans to host 
events such as monthly wine dinners, live music, weekday happy hours, and a unique Spanish-inspired 
weekend brunch. Vida Mountain View aims to become a staple for years to come in the Silicon Valley 
restaurant scene.



The restaurant will seat around 120 guests in addition to its spacious outdoor deck, seating an additional 
40 guests.



Vida Mountain View is now hiring for all positions on their website at www.vidatapasmv.com/careers



Restaurant Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/vidatapas/
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